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I. INTRODUCTION 
Iraq and Libya are at a conflict going on for years, this conflict has jeopardised the economy, 

the efficiency of the government and the trust of people upon it. The previous wars have had 

serious repercussions in both the nations. Crumpling the very political and economic 

existence in the areas. 

II. SITUATION IN IRAQ 
In a past few years the Region of Iraq has been plagued with terrorism cells and high rates 

of corruption. The Islamic States of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) has been exploiting the Instability of 

the nation brought by the insurgence of political upheaval in the country. This insurgency has 

killed and injured many civilians. Recently due to the terror strikes even in the Baghdad 

green zone has led to deaths of numerous civilians by terrorist groups as reported by many 

valid news agencies. This situation has led to an economic and political instability in the 

region. 

The human rights violations in Iraq started by Saddam Hussein was continued by the US 

Coalition and stills continues. The United States recently threatens to shut down its embassy 

in Iraq, this according to the nation will lead to the shut down of embassies of USA allied 

members which would sever the foreign relations of the nation which should be of high 

importance to the committee. 

The Republic of Iraq not only suffers with terrorism but also with corruption. Corruption which 

has spread to the government has led to protests against the government has intensified 

since October 2019. The government has accepted great and major reforms to the system 

itself and is further working to make new land-distribution, anti-corruption, Health and social 

welfare reforms. 

III. SITUATION IN LIBYA 
After the Arab Spring protests and the instability in Libya led to an ongoing civil war with 

opposing factions trying to seize power. This has led to human rights violations in the 

country where the populous struggles. USA also being part this has led to further loss of 
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lives due to the airstrikes. This can be seen as just as another example of US involvement in 

a nation making more havoc and loss of life. 

IV. PEACE EFFORTS 
The set up of United Nations Assistance Mission for Iraq has seen some success by 

advising and assisting the government on a number of issues. However, the assistance 

provided by UNAMI can only be temporary, the Delegation of Iraq keeping in mind the 

situation proposes the following to support peace and security in the region; 

• The Delegate suggests the creation of International coalition against terrorism and 

corruption for the support of the nations in dire need of economic assistance. 

• Further recommends the Council to order a withdrawal of country troops including the 

NATO and USA-Coalition troops and send the peacekeeping forces unanimously for 

assisting the nations to combat terrorism. This would let the UNSC to take decisions 

rather than countries independently. 

• Iraq requests the UNSC to make an impartial list of parties making violations so the 

committee can further discuss upon them. 

• Further suggests the establishment of conventions, dialogues and treaties discussing 

the future of the Middle East.  

In conclusion the Delegate believes that the upcoming session would be the most 

constructive and the committee would move in favour of constructive deliberation and debate 

upon the peace building efforts in conflicted and post-conflicted areas.  


